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S&P 500 returned -5.55% in the 1
Quarter of 2022. Value outperformed
Growth by 8.29%.
Inflation bleeding into the services
sector will cause the Fed to act more
aggressively.
The resurgence of Covid in China and
strict lockdowns will further disrupt
supply chains across the globe.
The pandemic and the War in Ukraine
are accelerating the pre- pandemic trend
of leading companies to regionalize and
shorten their supply chains.

The war in Ukraine, a pandemic, and
continued increase in public debt across the
globe has led to levels of inflation that the US
hasn’t seen in 40 years. Initially, temporary
supply chain driven categories like
automobiles and goods were inflation drivers
but have bled into more structural categories
such as rent and services. This is seen as the
US Core Goods CPI is starting to retreat from
its highs and the US Core Services CPI is
continuing to surge to new highs.

The transition of price hikes from goods to services is part of the
self-fulfilling prophecy of inflation which may lead to persistent
inflation. A high persistence inflation model forecast has inflation
staying above 3% through the end of 2023. The University of
Michigan Survey of Consumers has short-term inflation
expectations at 5.6% and longer-term inflation (5-10 years) at 3%,
which is in-line with the model forecast that is seen below by JP
Morgan.
This shift towards longer-term inflation drivers could require the
Federal Reserve to act aggressively to control inflation in these high
persistence categories that may take longer to normalize. A 50-basis
point hike in June is already being priced into the market and the
probability of another 50-basis point hike the following quarter is
likely. The Federal Reserve has a goal of a soft landing, defined as
a cyclical slowdown that avoids a recession. This
is difficult and has only been accomplished 3
times prior (1965, 1984, and 1994); however,
strong household balance sheets, built up by
elevated savings rates over the past 2 years,
should help provide the cushion required for a
soft landing. The total amount of cash held by
households surpasses the total amount of debt
held by households (See Graph). There is still
plenty of “dry powder” in hands of the average
American which could help discretionary
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consumption even during a cyclical slowdown. If
the rare “soft landing” is not achieved, the typical
gap between the first rate hike and the following
recession was 23 months while the shortest gap was
11 months. Whether the economy experiences a
cyclical slowdown or a full-blown recession,
portfolios should prioritize quality companies with
strong balance sheets, good management teams, and
strong pricing power. These companies have proven
their abilities to weather economic cycles, as
inflation hedges, and can act as “safe havens” for
investors’ equity allocations.

Resurgence of COVID in China, leading to continued supply chain
disruption and accelerating Slobalization
Throughout the pandemic, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has maintained a zero COVID policy
leading to drastic lockdowns that have resulted in further breakdowns of supply chains. The latest surge in
cases, primarily composed of the Omicron BA.2 variant, occurred during late March and early April. The
virus outbreaks have quickly spread throughout the country and led to most cities implementing
lockdown measures (see Graph).
As a result, over 40% of China’s
total GDP is now under some
form of major lockdown, with the
most notable impacted city being
Shanghai. Shanghai is the
financial, manufacturing, and
shipping hub for China with
extensive ties to both domestic
and international supply chains
that allow for the lockdowns to
create ripple effects across the
globe.
This zero-COVID policy has led
to China’s unemployment to rise
to 5.8%, the highest level since
May of 2020. Additionally,
Chinese retail sales have fallen 3.5% in March compared with the previous year. The economic
consequences will impact the country’s GDP growth numbers and will make it significantly more
difficult to achieve the real GDP growth target the CCP recently laid out. We expect that, given the CCP’s
focus on public opinion and economic credibility, they are unlikely to revise down their stated growth
target; therefore, it is likely that the CCP implements accommodative monetary and fiscal policy to
achieve their stated growth target. The government has already cut mortgage lending rates (for first time
in 2 years), reduced the reserve requirement ratio for banks by 25 basis points, and announced that they
will help 600 companies restart operations in Shanghai.
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The easing of policy in China will help to offset the impact caused by the zero-COVID policy. It is key to
note, however, that the support of domestic consumption (both business and consumer) will not fix the
global supply chain ripples. The active management of supply chains by large multinational companies
will be crucial in lessening the impacts of component shortages, supply chain congestion, and missed
revenues from out-of-stocks or paused manufacturing. An example of this proactive approach was
described in Proctor & Gamble’s (PG) most recent earnings. PG has 2 plants in the Shanghai area as well
as a contract manufacturer with a significant presence in the region. Upon the initiation of lockdowns in
Shanghai, PG activated their business continuity plan to offset as much of the lost production as possible.
Because of this, PG was able to reduce the negative supply impact of an extended factory closure and was
able to operationally outperform other companies with large supply chain exposure to the region.

Rethinking Supply Chains
The pandemic and the recent War in Ukraine have forced many companies to rethink their supply chains,
moving towards a regionalized focus as opposed to the global approach that has dominated the world
economy for decades. The regionalization trend was already underway with many countries blaming
unfettered free trade, and the resulting winner-takesall economics, for the rise in income inequality, lost
jobs, and stagnating wages. Evidence of the push
against globalization can be seen by the rise in
Nationalism that has spurred political movements in
many countries and the resulting protectionist trade
policies. The Russian invasion of Ukraine and the
pandemic have acted as gasoline on that fire. The
graph to the side shows the Goldman Sachs Onshore
Index which is composed of US companies whose
supply chains are mostly focused on the US while the
GS Offshore Index is just the opposite. Over the past
year, the companies whose supply chains are sourced
in the US have performed better. This divergence
started well before the invasion of Ukraine, which
suggests that investors were already seeking to shift investments into companies with supply chains closer
to home and to reduce the geopolitical risk of their
portfolios.
One other reason for this acceleration of regionalization
could be the increased regulation in China. The Chinese
government has increased its role in actively regulating
its economy with the stated intention of reducing income
inequality but has frightened foreign investors as well.
The increased regulations from China and Western
protectionist policies have led to rising wages in Asia,
higher energy prices, and increased environmental and
social standards which all contribute to more expensive
supply chains and hence why business leaders are
choosing to regionalize. Benefits from the localization
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and shortening of supply chains is starting to be seen by business leaders and consumers, as evidenced by
the graph to the right.
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